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Boost Profits with Better Marketing Analytics 

Big Data is flooding the utility industry. By smartly managing these growing volumes of data, 

utility companies are developing successful customer analytic initiatives that are growing 

profits and increasing efficiency. Whether the focus is on marketing energy efficiency programs, 

improving billing accuracy, or better engaging with customers, customer data and analytics are 

key to success. 

A recent report by Capgemini and IDC Energy Insights found that data analytics is expected to 

have the most impact on the utility industry over the next five years.  With new sources of 

information and new technologies to evaluate data, utility companies are using data 

management and marketing analytics to: 

 Create a unified view of data across departments 

 Improve data quality to meet regulatory requirements 

 Identify new marketing opportunities through better customer segmentation and 

energy usage analysis 

 Discover up-sell and cross-sell opportunities by better understanding the properties 

served with Property Valuation Data 

 Improve customer satisfaction to increase profits 

 Protect valuable data assets from security breaches and fraud 

 

Transform Messy Data into Actionable Insights 

Utility companies, with the exception of deregulated markets, historically have not had the 

same need to invest in customer analytics as other highly-competitive industries, such as 

financial services or retail. Improving billing or providing better customer service could be 

accomplished with the data on hand. However, new technologies and new sources of data are 

enabling utility companies to find smarter ways to up-sell customer and cross-sell customers, 

set pricing, and improve efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

A report by IDC Energy Insights found 44% of utility respondents needed to 

break down silos and mandate new data sharing practices to leverage 

information to drive better business results.1 
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Data is constantly being generated as customers interact through a multitude of channels, such 

as email, customer service departments, and social media. Customer information also resides in 

billing and collections accounts, account usage data, and property data. Much of this data is 

stored in separate systems and in various formats, making it difficult to efficiently analyze. By 

collecting, cleansing and integrating all this information into a central marketing data mart or 

warehouse, a clear picture of the customer begins to emerge. 

 

Before creating a customer data warehouse, data must be standardized and cleansed. Begin by 

evaluating the quality of your data with a data assessment.  

DataMentors provides a complimentary 

assessment to help identify areas where data 

quality can be improved, what types of customer 

information may be missing, and other data 

problems that must be corrected.   

Data management software should then be 

implemented to integrate multiple data sources 

and automate data quality processes. Data 

management software performs the following 

functions: 

 Cleanses and standardizes data so consistent 

formats can be integrated. 

 Integrates any number of data sources residing 

in varying formats and multiple silos to create a 

comprehensive, 360o customer view. 

 Consolidates customer data into a single 

record, and eliminates duplicate data.  

 Monitors data to ensure it remains consistent 

and continues to align with business rules. 

 Appends missing customer information for a 

more complete view of the customer. 

With a clean, highly granular customer view, utility companies can identify new 
opportunities to improve efficiency and maximize customer value. 

 
 

Data Quality by the 

Numbers 

The number one reason for CRM 

failure is bad data. On average, 

every 30 minutes 120 business 

addresses change, 75 phone 

numbers change, 20 CEOs leave 

their jobs, and 30 new businesses 

are formed.  

(Source: D&B The Sales and 

Marketing Institute) 

 

Inaccurate data has a direct 

impact on the bottom line of 88% 

of companies, with the average 

company losing 12% of its 

revenue. (Source: Experian) 
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Create Customer Segments for Targeted 
Offerings 

In order to successfully target customers with the most relevant offers, customers should be 

segmented into groups. Customer segmentation refers to dividing customers into groups who 

share similar characteristics, such as age, gender, lifestyle, and so on.  

An Accenture global study, "Revealing the Values of the New Energy Consumer," noted: "As 

more consumers gain access to smart in-home technologies, utilities have the opportunity to 

offer new, value-added products and services in both regulated and competitive markets. 

However, these opportunities will likely attract new market players and may lead to industry 

convergence. Utilities that embrace the perceptions and behaviors of their consumers will 

ultimately generate the most value in the evolving energy marketplace."2 

Rather than using a one-size-fits-all approach, utility companies must target consumers with 

offers and services that will be most appealing to their specific wants and needs. However, 

attending to individual consumers is costly and timely. The best strategy is to create customer 

groups, or segments, based on similar characteristics and attributes. Customer segmentation 

allows utility marketers to develop targeted products and deliver cost-effective 

communications to customers who share similarities.  

 

When creating customer segments, a wide range of customer characteristics must be 

considered, such as: 

 Behavioral:  characteristics such as product usage and participation in rate plans or 

programs. 

 

 Demographics:  factual characteristics, such as age, gender, occupation, and income. 

 

 Psychographics: values, attitudes, lifestyles. Psychographic information answers 

questions such as what are your customers’ key values? What are their habits? 

Utilities that embrace the perceptions and behaviors of their consumers will 

ultimately generate the most value in the evolving energy marketplace. 
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Based on any combination of these characteristics, utility companies can develop key customer 

segments and develop marketing strategies designed to generate the most profit from each 

unique customer group. Personalized communications and targeted services can be tailored to 

each group to successfully meet marketing objectives such as: 

 Signing up customer for energy efficiency programs 

 Selling bundled services 

 Improving billing and collections 

 Up-selling or cross-selling new products and services 

Consider the following marketing segmentations: 

Demographics Segmentation  
By segmenting customers into groups by age, income or location, marketing campaigns can be 

tailored to each group. Messaging about bundled services to save costs would be more 

appealing to younger consumers with lower incomes, while the same messaging may only 

irritate consumers living in affluent neighborhoods.  

Property Valuation Segmentation  

Customers can be segmented by the type of dwelling in which they live. By using Property 

Valuation Data to better understand the properties you serve, highly targeted and personalized 

messaging can be created.  For example, if a property uses heating oil, an offer can be created 

for a natural gas product such as a discount on a gas furnace. 

A wide range of specialty data is available in the market today, such as the following: 

 Living Square Feet 

 Construction Type 

 Pool Indicator 

 Fireplace Indicator 

 Number of bedrooms 

 

Event-Based Segmentation  

Segmenting customers based on events or activities provides opportunities to better engage 

customers. For example, as new customers sign up for service, they are more apt to be 

receptive to different services or bundling plans. Or if a customer is on a provider’s website 

querying their usage, they may be more receptive to offers for automatic billing. Other types of 

events include customers who are relocating, buying a larger home, or renovating an existing 

home. 
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Maximize Your Marketing ROI with Better 
Business Intelligence 

With today’s flexible business intelligence tools, utilities are more empowered than ever to 

quickly analyze data and segment customers for better decision making. DataMentors’ business 

intelligence solution, PinPointTM, helps utilities maximize ROI through: 

 Data Mining & Analysis: Analyze large sets of data to identify, interact and learn more 

about your customers and prospects. 
 

 Segmentation: Develop key customer, prospect, or product purchase segments to focus 

on your most profitable marketing opportunities. 
 

 Marketing Program Reporting: Quickly and easily measure marketing results to 

understand what works best. 

 

 

DataMentors’ business intelligence solution, PinPointTM, analyzes data in multiple ways: 
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Improve Customer Satisfaction to Increase 
Revenues 

Improving customer satisfaction is playing an increasingly important role for utility companies 

to generate new revenue. Regulatory commissions consider customer satisfaction indexes 

when reviewing rate increases. Bond and equity analysts look at current and predicted rates 

and customer satisfaction when evaluating investments in utility companies. And with 

increased investments, utilities are in a better position to increase efficiency and improve aging 

infrastructure, which in turn, continues to increase customer satisfaction. 

Just as important, keeping customers happy is imperative as distributed generation, such as 

solar and wind, is becoming a more widespread alternative to the traditional distribution 

system.  

According to a study by JD Power and Associates, utilities performing in the top level of 
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customer satisfaction also reported higher levels of net operating margin, or profit.3 

Implementing a customer satisfaction strategy is crucial to increasing profits.  

 

 

 

 

A customer satisfaction strategy should include ways to: 

 Improve customer interactions when calling for customer service 

Utility companies can embed analytics into customer service centers for real-time 

customer insights. By doing so, information is readily available to service representatives 

interacting with customers.  For example, if a customer calls with a billing question, the 

service representative can instantly determine if the customer would benefit from 

automatic billing, and if so, enroll them on the spot.   

 Communicate with customers through multiple channels 

Consumers interact with companies through multiple channels, such as websites, email, 

social sites, direct mail and customer call centers. Some may prefer to receive a paper 

bill, while other prefer to access their bill on-line. During an outage, some customers 

High 
Customer 

Satisfaction 

Positive 
Regulatory 
Decisions 

Increased 
Investments 

Improved 
Efficiencies 
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may want to receive a text message while others prefer a phone call or email. 

Communicating with customers through their preferred channel greatly increases 

customer satisfaction. 

 Provide offers and services most relevant to customers 

Consumers appreciate receiving messages that resonate with their needs and wants. For 

example, by understanding which consumers are environmentally conscious and 

targeting them with offers about carbon reduction programs, program participation and 

customer satisfaction will greatly increase. Or targeting technically savvy consumers 

with an app to monitor their energy usage will also enhance customer satisfaction. 

 

Discover New Revenue Opportunities with 
Social Consumers 

Social media has changed the way businesses must operate to stay competitive.  Today’s social 

consumers have the power to influence entire networks of peers, simply by liking a company on 

Facebook, airing a complaint on a product review forum, or posting a picture on Instagram. Just 

as important, consumers are actively seeking to engage with companies through social media 

sites.   

Social media is a great opportunity for utility companies to better understand customers and 

improve customer engagement. For example: 

 Customer Service - According to a study from NM Incite, nearly half (47%) of U.S. social 

media users today actively seek customer service through social media4. Prompt attention 

to customer complaints, questions or comments on social sites provides a great opportunity 

to build better customer relationships with social followers. 

 

 Real-Time Messaging – Utility companies are beginning to understand the impact and 

rewards of monitoring social behaviors in real-time.  By monitoring social sites and 

integrating social sentiment into the customer database, companies can interact with 

customers in more personal, one-to-one relationships. For example, an angry complaint can 

quickly be rectified.  Or a discussion about green services can be monitored to understand 

what services customers are seeking.  
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By utilizing today’s data-driven technologies, utility companies have a significant opportunity to 

increase profits.  Through data integration, cleansing, and analytics, utilities can interact with 

customers more personally, deliver relevant services and offers, and ultimately increase 

customer satisfaction and revenue. 

 

About DataMentors 

DataMentors is a full-service provider of data quality, data management and business 

intelligence solutions. Our flexible solutions provide valuable data insights to increase revenue, 

maximize customer value, reduce risk, and grow business. DataMentors, recognized by 

Gartner for data quality for the past seven years, successfully helps companies of all sizes 

implement the right data solutions to be successful.  

 

For more information, visit www.datamentors.com. 
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